WE ARE HIRING

ACCESS ALTS ASIA

We are a high-energy startup in the financial media & events space in Hong Kong, showcasing Asian Investments in global financial hubs.

NEW YORK  DUBAI  SHANGHAI

Business Executive – Job Description

Mature, energetic, hardworking and reliable individual with a strong interest in marketing, global/local business administration and communication. Familiarity with financial markets, making PPT presentations, event management/property management a plus. Candidate will be responsible for managing Logistics/Marketing for Global Events and looking after other local business interests of the Owner. A unique position allowing comprehensive training, growth prospects and be right-hand person to a dynamic CEO.

Work Experience: 2-3 Years  Language: ENGLISH MANDARIN  Qualification: COLLEGE GRADUATE

Investment Deals Associate – Job Description

Young, dynamic and hardworking individual to lead investment research and a VC Deal Platform (sourcing, analyzing and leading deals), as well as Data Management and Investor Outreach. Strong Excel and data skills, VC experience, keen sense of financial markets is needed. Comprehensive training, growth prospects and a unique opportunity to build a Deal Platform with global connectivity.

Work Experience: 1-2 Years  LANGUAGE: ENGLISH MANDARIN  Qualification: COLLEGE GRADUATE in Business/Finance/Law

Marketing Executive - Job Description

Young, dynamic and confident individual to lead Events Outreach (including Delegates and Sponsors) and marketing across Asia. Should have excellent sales, communications, social and networking skills. A knowledge of financial markets a plus. Excellent entry level role for an ambitious and results-oriented person to get global exposure and directly work with a dynamic CEO.

Work Experience: 1-2 Years  Language: ENGLISH MANDARIN  Qualification: COLLEGE GRADUATE in Business/Marketing/Media

WhatsApp: 9231 3350 (ANA)  Call: 6018 0984  
WhatsApp: +91 99209 50301  Email: research@accessalts.com